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Abstract. Digital transformation offers a great opportunity for the growth of economies and societies across countries around the world. This digital transformation is leading to very rapid growth in the information and communication technology (ICT) sector. ICT currently faces two main challenges. The first problem is the lack of ICT professionals and the second significant problem is the under-representation of women among them. Our article deals with the issue of the influence of selected factors on the increase of women employed in ICT. In our survey, we focused on the influence of the following factors: The amount of GDP resulting from the ICT sector, the average annual wage, the gender gap, the number of employed women, and the number of women who work in ICT and are educated in ICT. We tested these variables on data from the V4 countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia) for the period 2008-2018. Our aim was to find out whether the mentioned Factors are statistically significant and what is their influence on the number of employed women in the ICT sector so that it is possible to positively influence their amount as much as possible.
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1. Introduction

Current megatrends, such as globalization and digitization, require societies to cope with the so-called "Fourth Industrial Revolution" as the digital and physical worlds come together (Schallmo et al., 2017; Butschan et al., 2019). The Fourth Industrial Revolution is expected to have similar disruptive changes comparable to the introduction of mass production (the Second Industrial Revolution) and the industrial use of information and communication technologies (the Third Industrial Revolution) (Heinze et al., 2017). As a result, companies strive to achieve efficient digital transformation processes to maximize the potential benefits of associated technologies (Laudien and Daxböck, 2016).

Over the decades, digital technologies have changed the way we communicate with others, do business, produce goods and services. They have changed the way we live, work, and spend our free time. This, often rapid, development can have many promises for the future. On the other hand, it is also necessary to think about the other side. In terms of positive challenges, this undoubtedly includes opportunities associated with the possibility of creating wealth, growing technological progress, and improving the quality of life. At the same time, they also present challenges related to possible future threats. We can see them mainly in the lack of current skills, consumer protection, or excessive industrial reorganization. (European Commission, 2015)

It is important to realize that the acceleration of technological innovation has already radically changed the use and behavior of individuals, organizations, and entire market structures. Consumers have really changed the way they choose, buy, and consume the products and services they offer. Digital technologies, such as mobile technologies, collaborative technologies, and the Internet of Things, enable companies to increase the performance of companies. This transformation driven by digital technologies is becoming crucial for companies. (Henriette et al., 2016)

2. Literature Review

Nowadays, the ICT the sector shows its important part to all European countries, not just because of its strategic role, its potential for employment growth in the sector itself, but also for the opportunities that the dynamic and energy ICT industry brings to business sectors, the public sector, and consumers.

Indeed, information and communication technologies are today generally considered to be essential components of economic and social development in the so-called "knowledge society" and attract the attention of governments, businesses, citizens, and civil society organizations. They represent multi-functional tools that provide great opportunities for information and communication and have applicability in the whole field of economic, social, political, and cultural life. Globalization and the dissemination of information have transformed our lives in different and profound ways.

The European Commission annually monitors the progress and level of development of digital competitiveness in individual member states using the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), which uses a combination of 44 indicators in five main dimensions of measurement: 1. Internet connectivity, 2. digital skills, services, 4. integration of digital technologies, and 5. digital public services. The index makes it possible to assess the overall level of digitization of society in each Member State. Furthermore, due to the division of the five dimensions into specific sub-dimensions and indicators, it identifies problematic areas to which the state should pay more attention. Finally, the index is used to compare the EU Member States.
In this paper, we focused primarily on the V4 countries – i.e. Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland. Looking at the overall results of DESI, it is clear that the situation in our selected countries is comparable, with the Czech Republic ranking best in 18th place, followed by Slovakia in 21st place, Hungary in 23rd place and the last of our selected countries in Poland in 25th place from 28 EU Member States.

Information and communication technologies include computers, telecommunications technologies (telephones, mobile phones, radio, radio and television broadcasting) as well as network technologies (mainly the Internet). These old and new forms of technology often converge in the forms of communication practiced in many communities. They are also tools that provide opportunities for access to information, communication, and self-expression. Internet searches, blogs, online multimedia resources, social media, as well as services such as e-government, e-health, e-banking, e-learning, e-commerce, electronic voting, all this create new challenges for communication, engagement, and social and economic behavior.

This rapid development of various digital technologies that can open new opportunities, new opportunities for communication, and new roles in society for women and girls. Technologies have the potential to be an effective tool for achieving equality between women and men. This sector offers highly qualified and well-paid jobs. If it is fully open to both halves of the population, it can help close the persistent gender pay gap. After all, in the Czech Republic the gender pay gap is almost 22 percent, which is the second-worst result in the European comparison.

ICT sector has created new opportunities for education and the labor market and presented new solutions for more flexible and diverse use of time and space at work. In many aspects, ICT work, in general, offers favorable working conditions, in terms of quality of work and timing that promote work-life balance. Compared to other occupations, several differences between men and women in terms of working arrangements in ICT jobs have narrowed. For example, compared to women in the health professions and other occupations, women in ICT jobs have a better physical and social environment and a better quality of working time. Atypical hours, such as working in the evening, at night and on weekends, are less common in ICT than in other jobs. Women and men in the field of ICT have more autonomy in deciding on working hours, and most of them feel that their working hours complement their family or social commitments. (EIGE, 2018)
Despite increasing participation, women are still under-represented in the labor market (on average, 62.3% of the OECD workforce averaged 62% in 2012). They also employ more than 50% of central government jobs, but only 29% of management positions. In addition, there is a significant reduction in the participation of women in the ICT sector in almost all Central European countries (up to 10 percentage points), but also in Austria, Denmark, France, the United Kingdom and Ireland (3 to 5 percentage points). The only European countries where the proportion of women in STEM has actually increased slightly are Estonia, Belgium, and Malta. More generally, however, women are under-represented in their STEM careers and this trend is spreading in many European countries. (OECD, 2014)

Today, the digital transformation provides new opportunities for women's empowerment in the economy and can contribute to greater equality between women and men. The Internet, digital platforms, and digital financial services offer "leap" opportunities for all and can help bridge the gap by enabling women to earn extra income, increase their employment opportunities and gain access to knowledge and general information. We must seize this opportunity to promote greater equality between women and men in the labor market, to promote economic growth, and to build a more inclusive digital world. (OECD, 2018)

The issue of digitization also concerns the reconciliation of work and family life. Digitization enabled by temporal and spatial flexibility of work is used mainly by women due to their increased need for malt in workplaces and family life. At the same time, however, the ideas of a capable and promising employee, who is a person with a high work commitment and a high degree of flexibility for the benefit of employers, do not change. Such a profile often corresponds to male employees. The digitization of the labor market can thus, as a result, contribute to the worse position of women in the labor market. (Úřad vlády ČR, 2018)

2.1. Women in ICT

Digital transformation offers a huge opportunity for the growth of economies and societies across countries around the world. However, the benefits of digital transformation are currently not evenly balanced between social groups and the sexes, and access, use, and ownership of digital tools are not gender neutral. The term "digital gender divide" is often used to refer to these types of gender differences in the resources and capabilities of accessing and effectively using ICT within and between countries, regions, sectors, and socio-economic groups (see UN Women, 2005).

Equality between women and men is not just a fundamental human right. It is also a cornerstone of a thriving modern economy that ensures sustainable and inclusive growth. Digital Transformation - offers new opportunities around the world and promises to increase productivity growth and improve the well-being of all citizens. However, in many developed economies, there is still a significant gender gap in the access, use, and ownership of digital technologies, which limits the equitable use of the benefits of digital transformation. Furthermore, transformation fundamentally changes the content and nature of jobs and the skills needed to perform them. This uncertainty about future employment will weigh on the potential impact of digitalization on the labor market for women: new and more flexible jobs can foster greater labor market participation and better jobs, but new challenges arise as automation and ICT spread across sectors and occupations and potentially disrupt existing labor policies and standards. New knowledge is needed to provide evidence that will enable governments to accurately diagnose problems and take steps to empower all individuals, but especially women, in our increasingly digital world. (OECD, 2018)

In the following picture we can see the percentage of women with ICT education in relation to the percentage of women working in the ICT sector. The red trend line shows a situation where the percentage of women employed in the ICT sector would be equal to the percentage of women with ICT education. In other words, countries,
where all women with an ICT education would work in the ICT sector, would be on the red line. If we focus on the V4 countries, we can see that in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and Hungary, women with an ICT education mostly work outside the ICT sector (most notably in Slovakia). In contrast, in Poland, most women working in the ICT sector do not have an ICT education.

If we focus on the number of women ICT specialists in the V4 countries we are monitoring, we can see the results as presented by Eurostat in the figure 2. When the lowest number of women in 2019 from the V4 states was 8.9% in Hungary and 14.8% the most in Poland. Unfortunately, even this number does not reach the EU average of 17.2%, let alone the values of the Nordic countries.

For comparison, we can also present the development of these parameters over time as shown in the following figure 3.
2.2. Gender gap

The gender pay gap is a well-known phenomenon. Numerous studies and organizations have confirmed that women are paid less than men (UN Women, 2015). This is partly due to segregation and gender stereotypes; women are associated with traditionally “female” occupations and these are associated with worse working conditions and lower wages (Prokos et al., 2009; Stockdale et al., 2013). ICT and the digital industry are specific barriers for women. Technology-related jobs are traditionally filled by men.

This is an area where the most pronounced impact of stereotypes is evident, which represent barriers to women's access and create barriers to their development (Sharp et al., 2012; Hari, 2016). Women in these sectors are perceived primarily as women, not as ICT workers or engineers (Faulkner, 2009; Hatmaker, 2013); this affects the types of positions they hold and their promotion within organizations through horizontal and vertical professional segregation (Valenduc, 2011). As a result, they are more likely to receive lower salaries than men (Iglesias - Fernández et al., 2010; Belgorodskiy et al., 2012; Shen, 2016; European Commission, 2018a).

Various international organizations and the private sector are aware of the traditional over-representation of men in the ICT sector and have emphasized the desirability of attracting more women to the sector, as women have "untapped potential for the sector" (Valenduc, 2011). This perception has deepened as a result of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the so-called Industry 4.0 phenomenon, which renewed interest in robotics, automation, and intelligence of products and systems (Schneider, 2018) and focused on the major role of ICT in the future, (International Labor Office, 2018). Indeed, recent technological developments have increased the pressure to address the low participation of women in ICT sectors and professions. In the European Union, in 2015, tertiary ICT graduates accounted for only 3.6 percent of all graduates, of which only 19 percent were women. This gap is reflected in the professional sphere: in 2015, only 16.1% of all ICT workers were women, which is less than 22.2% registered in 2005 (European Commission, 2018a). This gap is serious throughout the EU, but there are differences between countries (European Commission, 2018a) with different economic and social contexts.

As reported by Anker (1998), data suggest that the existence of segregation in the ICT sector, such as discriminatory social norms or indirect discrimination (eg work attributes, employment conditions), institutional or organizational factors (Belgorodskiy et al., 2012), and stereotypical barriers could lead to differences in working conditions in different countries. The study of different national and cultural contexts is therefore essential to address the gender imbalances that characterize ICT industries and professions (European Commission, 2018a).

However, the gender pay gap remains a major challenge and remains one of the highest in the EU. The gender pay gap is also reflected, for example, in differences in the average old-age pensions of women and men and in the persistently higher risk of poverty for older women. Despite some partial activities of the public administration aimed at promoting equal pay, the gender pay gap is declining only very slowly and by 2020 it will certainly not be possible to reach the goal set in the Government strategy (to reach the average gender pay gap in the EU, which is currently 16%). However, the gender pay gap remains a major challenge and remains one of the highest in the EU. The gender pay gap is also reflected, for example, in differences in the average old-age pensions of women and men and the persistently higher at-risk-of-poverty rate for older women. Despite some partial activities of the public administration aimed at promoting equal pay, the gender pay gap is declining only very slowly and by 2020 it will certainly not be possible to achieve the goal set in the Government strategy (to reach the average gender pay gap in the EU, which currently stands at 15.9%).(Úřad vlády ČR, 2018).

The Gender Equality Index, a tool for measuring progress on gender equality in the EU and developed by EIGE. It raises the profile of areas for improvement and ultimately supports policymakers in proposing more effective
gender equality measures. The EIGE Gender Equality Index shows that progress on gender equality is still evolving at a snail's pace, but we are moving in the right direction. While the score of the Gender Equality Index in the EU rose from 66.2 points (out of 100) in 2015 to 67.4 in 2017, the EU still has much room for improvement. Since 2005, the EU score has increased by only 5.4 points. Unfortunately, in our V4 countries, the situation is even worse when the lowest rating in this score is Hungary 51.9 points (out of 100 points), followed by Slovakia 54.1 points (out of 100 points), followed by Poland 55.2 points (out of 100 points) and the best of us The Czech Republic finished with 55.7 points (out of 100 points), which are, however, still significantly lower than the EU average. (EIGE, 2019)

4. Date, Methodology and Research Results

As part of our research, we focused primarily on answering the question: Is it possible to use selected factors to change the number of women working in the ICT sector? Based on a literature search, we then looked for factors that could affect how many women work in the ICT sector. This issue is important because we assume that the growth of this ratio can lead to positive results in the development of innovative companies. The key factors which are subsequently subjected to regression analysis, we consider both the factor that determines our level of development of the ICT sector in the national economy. Subsequently, we chose a factor that indicates the number of employed women who completed ICT Education. For equally important to also consider how high the average wage in the country or how big they are in the country gender differences. Research limitations can be registered with the quality of the data used obtained from Eurostat and OECD databases. This part further examines the selected determinants, using the method of regression analysis of panel data for the period 2008-2018 on data for the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Poland. The data source that we used for the analysis was obtained from Eurostat and OECD databases. The reason for limiting the time series is the lack of current data for the following years.

We focused our research on determining the influence of selected factors on the number of women who work in ICT. On average, approximately 15.8% of women in the V4 countries are employed in ICT. Across the EU, the figure is 17.2%. The World Bank formally defines the participation rate of women in the labor force as the share of women in the labor force, which is within the age group 15–64. As an explanatory variable for determining this effect on the number of women in ICT, we use as the first number of employed women who have studied ICT. Other explanatory variables are used selected relevant ICT indicators. These explanatory variables are the indicators Percentage share of the ICT sector in a country's GDP, the ratio of women employed in each country, the average annual wage in each country, and the Gender gap. All data used are drawn from the Eurostat and OECD databases. Summary statistics on the main variables (including mean, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum values) are given in Table 1.

The resulting variables, ICT development indicators, and control variables are marked as "Y", "T" and "X". As usual, b is a constant, and a and u are estimates, while the error term is shown as E: The country and time identifiers are "i" and "t". Use of panel data, where we use data for individual V4 countries and at the same time data from the time period 2009-2018:

\[ y_{it} = \alpha + \beta_1 X_{1it} + \beta_2 X_{2it} + \beta_3 X_{3it} + \beta_4 X_{4it} + u_{it} \]

where y: fe_ict (is a dependent variable) - the number of women working in ICT
X1 ict_hdp - share of the ICT sector in the GDP of the given country
X2 ict_educated_e_femal - number of employed women who graduated from ICT
X3 wage - the average annual wage in a given country
X4 gp - gender gap in the given country
u - is a random component
Table 1: Statistical description of the individual variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fe_itc</td>
<td>158.275</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zam_fe</td>
<td>3029.25</td>
<td>2.380,101</td>
<td>1012.6</td>
<td>7199.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gp</td>
<td>11.94286</td>
<td>3.779</td>
<td>3.773</td>
<td>16.4552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wage</td>
<td>23320.75</td>
<td>1.916,359</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>29106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ict_ed-female</td>
<td>13.1525</td>
<td>14.315</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>48.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ict_hdp</td>
<td>4.422275</td>
<td>0.960267</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the authors

The aim of the regression analysis using panel data is to determine the degree of influence of individual determinants on the number of women in ICT. Based on the results of previous research on this issue, we have established the following hypotheses:

- Reducing the gender gap leads to an increase in the number of women in the ICT sector. (The null hypothesis \( H_0 = \) Gender Gap has no effect on increasing the number of women in the ICT sector.)
- Increasing the employment of women leads to an increase in the number of women in the ICT sector. (Zero hypothesis \( H_0 = \) Higher number of working women does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector.)
- Increasing the average wage leads to an increase in the number of women in the ICT sector. (Null hypothesis \( H_0 = \) Increasing the average wage does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector.)
- Increasing the number of women with ICT education will have an impact on increasing the number of women in the ICT sector. (Null hypothesis \( H_0 = \) Increasing the number of women with ICT education does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector.)
- Increasing GDP in the ICT sector leads to an increase in the number of women in the ICT sector. (Null hypothesis \( H_0 = \) Increasing GDP in the ICT sector does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector.)

Table 2: Results of regression analysis of panel data

|      | Coef.   | Std. Err. | t-Statistic | P>|t|     |
|------|---------|-----------|-------------|--------|
| fe_itc         |         |           |             |        |
| zam_fe        | 0.0724273 | 0.005     | 14.25       | 0.000*** |
| gp            | 3.840218 | 140.065   | 2.74        | 0.006**  |
| wage          | 0.0048912 | 0.001832  | 2.67        | 0.008**  |
| ict_ed-female | -2.827609 | 0.8333    | -3.39       | 0.001*** |
| ict_hdp       | 33.28199 | 6.125,953 | 5.43        | 0.000*** |

Source: the authors

We decided to use model with random effects, that came from the results of the Hausmann and Breuch-Pagan test. The robustness of the results was subsequently tested by several tests. A positive result was obtained in all tests.

\[
y_{it} = -316.91 + 33.28x_{it1} - 2.82x_{it2} + 0.005x_{it3} + 3.84x_{it4} + u_{it},
\]
The results from the regression analysis of panel data are presented in Table 2. The analysis of panel data confirmed the significance of all investigated determinants (rejection of null hypotheses related to these determinants). The results of the regression analysis of the panel data lead to the rejection of all null hypotheses about any influence of determinants on the employment of women.

Reducing the gender gap leads to an increasing number of employed women in the ICT sector, which proved to be statistically significant at the 1% level of significance. In other words, the p-value is low enough to reject the null hypothesis. We can, therefore, say that the shrinking gender gap has an impact on increasing the number of women in the ICT sector. We can also reject the null hypothesis for women's employment, which has a positive impact on the number of women employed in the ICT sector. The increase in the average wage leads to an increase in the number of women in the ICT sector, which we have demonstrated at the 5% level of statistical significance. Increasing GDP in the ICT sector does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector as null hypothesis should be rejected as well as the hypothesis that the increasing the number of women with ICT education does not affect the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector. Increasing GDP in the ICT sector has affected the increase in the number of women in the ICT sector, it should be rejected the null hypothesis and the hypothesis that an increasing number of women to education, ICT has no impact on increasing the number of women in the ICT sector.

In other words, all our hypotheses have been confirmed and the results clearly show that the growth of GDP in the ICT sector has the greatest impact on an increasing number of employed women in the ICT sector. Appropriate also to consider finding that substantially negative value of women educated in ICT corresponds to our previous findings presented in the article, when only the Polish women working in ICT also worked in ICT and in other V4 countries we reviewed this trend was reversed. Of the other results, we also consider the fact that if the Gender gap decreases, the number of women employed in ICT will start to grow. This fact is also supported by data from the Eurostat database, which shows the fact that the gender pay gap is even greater in the ICT sector than in other businesses.

**Conclusion**

Gender equality in education and the labor market is a prerequisite for a sustainable society and more efficient economies. At a time of deep digitization and rapid growth of the ICT sector, the EU faces two main challenges: the lack of ICT professionals and the significant under-representation of women among them. The demand for ICT professionals is particularly high and there is a shortage of more than 500,000 ICT experts in the EU forecast by 2020. While women have on average a higher level of education in the EU than men, in the EU only a fraction of the potential of women is used in the STEM professions and especially in ICT (EIGE, 2017c). Of the 8 million ICT professionals, only 17% are women. From 2012 to 2016, there was a small improvement in women's participation in ICT jobs in the EU. EIGE estimates that attracting more women to STEM jobs would strengthen the labor-congested market (creation of up to 1.2 million new jobs by 2050), with a profit of around € 820 billion by 2050 (EIGE, 2017a). It would also strengthen the growth and competitiveness of European Union countries.

The unequal sharing of caring roles between women and men is another serious obstacle to work-life balance. Although gaps in the care of women in ICT are smaller than in other professions, inequalities persist. It is expressed in the different length and structure of working time between women and men in ICT jobs and in different ways to keep up with work pressure and responsibilities at home. On average, men specialize in ICT specialists longer than their colleagues. Although part-time work is relatively less common among ICT professionals, childcare, and other family or personal reasons are among the most common reasons why women work part-time in ICT. Longer working hours among men lead to lower acceptance of family responsibilities or, conversely, more active contribution of men to family and caring responsibilities is hampered by longer working
hours and greater commitment to working. In addition, more women than men in ICT jobs feel that their work prevents them from devoting time or most of their time to their families. It reflects gender stereotypes and expectations regarding parenting by different standards for good mothers and good fathers. (EIGE, 2018)

However, the current situation with Covid-19 has shown us new opportunities to work from home and there is a strong assumption that although the economy and related problems will certainly slow down now, it could also be reflected in the possibility of better employment for women by introducing more home. Our research has clearly demonstrated the importance of the individual factors we used in the research. If we want to increase the participation of women in the ICT sector, it is necessary to pay attention to each parameter separately.
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